A compact space X is said to have the N Q property if for every α-favorable space A and every quasi-continuous function ϕ : A → C p (X), there is a dense G δ subset D of A such that ϕ is norm continuous at each point of D. We give a game theoretic proof to show that the property N Q is closed under arbitrary product.
Introduction
Let C p (X) denote the space of continuous functions on a compact set X equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. We say that the compact space X has the N Q property if every quasi-continuous mapping ϕ from an α-favorable space A to C p (X) is norm continuous at each point of a dense G δ subset of A.
In 1985, Talagrand [14] provided an example of a compact space X which does not have the property N Q. In [8, Theorem 1] it was shown that if C p (X) is sigma-fragmented by the norm, then X has the property N Q. It follows that the class of all compact spaces with the property N Q contains a wide variety of compact spaces such as Corson compacts, Helly compacts and scattered compact spaces X with X (ω 1 ) = ∅, see [5, 6, 10] .
Bouziad [1, 2] showed that the class of co-Namioka spaces is stable under arbitrary products. Using the idea of Bouziad [2] and a result due to Jayne et al. [6, Theorem 4.4 ], Namioka and Pol [12] proved that the class of compact spaces X with sigma-fragmentable C p (X) is closed under arbitrary product. The ideas in [1] and [2] were used by Mykhaylyuk [11] to prove that the product of an arbitrary family of compact Kempisty spaces is again a Kempisty space.
Kenderov et al. [8, 9] obtained a game characterization for the property N Q. In the present paper, we use this characterization to show that X = λ∈Λ X λ equipped with the Tychonoff topology has the property N Q, provided that for each λ ∈ Λ, the space X λ has the N Q property.
Preliminaries
Let B be a topological space. The Banach-Mazur game B M(B) [3] τ -relatively open subset B 1 of A 1 . In general, if the selection B n = ∅ of the player Ω is already specified, the player Σ makes his next move by selecting an arbitrary nonempty set A n+1 contained in B n . By continuing this procedure, two players generate a sequence of sets
is called a play and is denoted by
The player Ω wins a play p := (A i , B i ) i 1 , if the set n 1 A n is either empty or contains exactly one point x and for every τ -open neighborhood U of x, there is some positive n with B n ⊂ U . Otherwise the player Σ wins the play.
Other concepts related to this game, such as strategies, winning strategies and so on are defined in a similar fashion to those in the Banach-Mazur game.
Following Kempisty [7] , a mapping ϕ : Y → Z between topological spaces Y and Z is said to be quasi-continuous at
The mapping ϕ is said to be quasi-continuous if it is quasi-continuous at each point y ∈ Y .
In [9] , the authors proved the following result: 
for some ε > 0.
The property N Q for finite product of compact spaces
The aim of this section is to show that the N Q property is stable under finite products. To achieve this goal, we need to some axillary results. 
Proof. Let A 1 be the first choice of Σ -player. Take some arbitrary point (x 1 , y 1 ) ∈ X × Y . Two cases may happen: (ii 1 ) There is some (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ X × Y and f 1 ∈ A 1 such that
In general, in step n, when the partial play p n = (A 1 , B 1 , . . . , A n ) together with finite sequences
have already been selected, we consider the following two possibilities:
be the answer of Ω to p n . Then for each f ∈ B n and 1 i n, we have
In this way, by induction on n, the strategy s for Ω-player is determined. Let (A n , B n ) n 1 be a play which is compatible with s and suppose that n 1 A n is not empty. Let f ∈ n 1 A n . If {(x n , y n )} is infinite, then { f (x n , y n )} is an infinite sequence in the compact set f (X × Y ) ⊂ R, therefore it has a convergent subsequence { f (x n i , y n i )}. It follows that for large
This contradiction shows that the sequence {(x n , y n )} n 1 is finite and proves the lemma. 2 
Proof. Let B be an α-favorable space and ϕ : B → C p (K ) be a quasi-continuous mapping. Then for each 1 i n, There are points (
Since X × {y k } and {x k } × Y are respectively homeomorphic to X and Y for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,n 0 }, K i has the N Q property for each 1 i 2n 0 . Thanks to Lemma 3.2, there exists a play (A i , B i ) i 1 , which is a continuation of the partial play (A 1 , B 1 ) such that either
. However, by our assumption,
and (x, y) ∈ X × Y be arbitrary. Then, there are some 
The property N Q for arbitrary product of compact spaces
Hereafter, we will assume that {X λ } λ∈Λ is an infinite family of compact Hausdorff spaces and X = λ∈Λ X λ equipped with the Tychonoff product topology. We begin with the following observation. 
By continuity of f and the definition of product topology, there exists a finite subset J 1 of (ii 1 ) | f 1 (x 1 ) − f 1 (z 1 )| > ε for some f 1 ∈ A 1 and x 1 , z 1 ∈ X with x 1 (λ) = z 1 (λ) for all λ ∈ I 0 . Thanks to Lemma 4.1, we can find some y 1 ∈ X and a nonempty finite subset I 1 of Λ such that I 0 ∩ I 1 = ∅, (A 1 , . . . , A n ) have already been specified, we consider the following two possibilities:
